
SOLUTION BRIEF

eCDN Accelerator Analytics
Insights and Reporting

Riverbed® eCDN Accelerator™ empowers your hybrid workforce by delivering 
high-quality live and on-demand video to all employees, regardless of their location, 
device, or bandwidth capacity.

As hybrid work models become the new normal, 

keeping employees engaged is more important  

than ever. It’s also critical that essential messaging  

is received by everyone across the organization. 

eCDN Accelerator analytics can help.

To maximize your content delivery investment, 

Riverbed eCDN Accelerator analytics produces live 

event insights and eCDN reporting metrics.

Key Features:

• Activity, Quick Stats and Producer dashboards

• Viewership and experience reports

• Network performance center

• Peering cluster graphs

Figure 1:  Embedded Analytics – Reach, Dwell, QoE

Intelligent Performance

Monitor quality scores, event views, peering efficiency 

and bandwidth savings from a central activity dashboard.

Advanced Delivery & Consumption Views

Investigate geographic distributions and granular 

viewership tiles to push event performance to the 

next level.
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Figure 2:  Peering Cluster — Innovative peering cluster graphs display QoE visuals with node, IP address, and byte details.

Figure 3:  Producer Dashboard — Monitor key event metrics in a lightning-fast dashboard designed for real-time  

performance tracking.

Instant Activity and Event Management

Filter events by live now and recent activities and drill into 

viewer experience metrics.

Segment Viewing Needs

Tap into specialty dashboards for producers and 

quick stats with ultra-fast load times.

Network Efficiency Reporting

Explore interactive peering cluster graphs to deliver 

innovative savings and efficiency stats.
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Riverbed — Empower the Experience

Riverbed is the only company with the collective richness of telemetry from network to app to end user that illuminates and then accelerates 

every interaction so that users get the flawless digital experience they expect across the entire digital ecosystem. Riverbed offers two industry-

leading solution areas – Alluvio by Riverbed, an innovative and differentiated Unified Observability portfolio that unifies data, insights, and 

actions across IT, so customers can deliver seamless digital experiences; and Riverbed Acceleration, providing fast, agile, secure acceleration of 

any app over any network to users, whether mobile, remote, or on-prem. Together with our thousands of partners, and market-leading customers 

across the world, we empower every click, every digital experience. Learn more at riverbed.com.

Learn More

Tap into advanced insights and reporting with Riverbed eCDN Accelerator analytics. Go here to start your 30-day 

free trial: portal.ecdn.riverbed.io/free-trial.

https://www.riverbed.com/
https://portal.ecdn.riverbed.io/free-trial

